Background: Any non-invasive test that can predict the absence of prostate cancer (PCa) or absence of clinically significant PCa (CSPCa) is necessary, as it can reduce the number of unnecessary biopsies in patients with gray zone prostate-specific antigen (PSA, 4 -10 ng/ mL). This study evaluated the diagnostic performance of free PSA% and PSA density (PSAD), and Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System (PIRADS) score (version 2.0) alone and combined in predicting CSPCa in patients with PSA between 4 and 10 ng/mL.
Introduction
Prostate cancer (PCa) is most common malignancy found in men and according to GLOBOCAN 2018, estimated incidence of PCa was 7.1% and mortality rate due to PCa was 3.8% in the world [1] . Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening has been shown as a better diagnostic tool in identifying PCa and to be associated with decreased PCa-specific mortality rates [2] . Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided biopsy of prostate is another diagnostic tool for early identification of PCa. However, both these techniques identify many indolent tumors and radical prostatectomy performed for these patients does not bring survival benefits and subsequently have adverse impact on quality of life [3] .
Men having serum PSA level between 4 and 10 ng/mL are termed as "gray zone" wherein TRUS-guided prostate biopsies are not required and clinically insignificant PCa may be overtreated [4] . Further, biopsy of prostate is associated with risks of sepsis and bleeding, besides being an invasive and a costly test [5] . Therefore, any non-invasive tests that can confidently predict the absence of PCa or absence of clinically significant PCa (CSPCa) are necessary, as it can reduce the number of unnecessary biopsies in patients with gray zone PSA.
PSA parameters like free PSA% and PSA density (PSAD) can facilitate diagnosis of PCa in patients with gray zone PSA [5, 6] . The increased availability of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of prostate, its morphologic and different functional imaging modalities along with its greater standardization increased its performance in detecting, localizing and staging
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World J Oncol. 2019;10(6):218-225 RADS)" [9, 10] . During the later years, the ESUR developed an updated version of PIRADS version 1, known as PIRADS version 2.0 [9] . The PIRADS assesses the probability of finding CSPCa on a five-point Likert scale for each lesion [11, 12] . A considerable number of studies have commented on high negative predictive value (NPV) of mp-MRI for detecting CSPCa using 12-core biopsy, saturation or radical prostatectomy specimen as reference tests. The rationale behind performing this study is that, many studies have reported low specificity and low positive predictive value (PPV) of PIRADS score [3, [13] [14] [15] . If the specificity and PPV of PIRADS score can be increased, it can help in predicting lesions having CSPCa in pre-biopsy MRI or prevent a biopsy altogether in patients having contraindication to TRUS biopsy.
Therefore, the present study aimed to examine the diagnostic significance of PSA parameters like free PSA% and PSAD, and PIRADS score version 2.0 in predicting CSPCa in patients having PSA between 4 and 10 ng/mL. Additionally, this study evaluated whether combination of PSA parameters and PIRADS score version 2.0 can affect the diagnostic accuracy of mp-MRI for predicting CSPCa.
Materials and Methods
The present study was a prospective study conducted in the Department of Urology and Renal Transplantation, Gauhati Medical College and Hospital, Guwahati, India between April 2017 and October 2018. The study protocol was approved by Institutional Review Board and Hospital Ethics Committee and the study was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Inclusion criteria were patients above age of 40 years who attended urology outpatient department (OPD) with lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) having clinical features suspicious of harboring prostate malignancy whose serum PSA was ≥ 4 ng/ mL but ≤ 10 ng/mL, with or without abnormal digital rectal examination (DRE) findings or any hypoechoic lesion on prostate ultrasound sonography (USG); with no prior TRUS biopsy of prostate. Whereas, exclusion criteria were patients having prostatitis or urinary tract infection, and taking a 5α reductase inhibitors or those who have history of intake within 6 months, patients with more than 1 month interval between pre-biopsy mp-MRI and TRUS-guided biopsy, patients who were unfit to MRI (patients with estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) ≤ 50 mL/ min/1.73 m 2 , pacemaker implant, metallic hip, or extensive pelvic orthopaedic metal work) and patients who were unfit to undergo TRUS biopsy (prostatitis, uncorrected coagulopathy).
The following variables were used in the study. Age was defined between 40 and 90 years. PSA gray zone was defined as between 4 and 10 ng/mL. Prostate volume was measured using transabdominal ultrasound by using formula: 0.523 × transverse diameter × antero-posterior diameter × longitudinal diameter. PSAD was defined as PSA value in ng/volume in mL 3 . Free PSA% was defined as free PSA/total PSA × 100. PIRADS score and presence of clinically significant cancer are defined in subsequent paragraphs.
A detailed medical history and physical examination were performed. DRE was done and presence of suspicious nodule or prostatitis was noted. Urine routine examination, urine culture sensitivity, random blood sugar, serum creatinine, blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and serum PSA were done at baseline. Patients with increased PSA above 4 ng/mL were given 4 weeks of antibiotic. If urine culture was positive, then sensitive antibiotic was given or otherwise empirically a fluroquinolone was given. After 6 weeks, PSA was repeated. Urine culture was repeated in those men whose urine culture showed bacterial growth initially. Patients were then evaluated for prostate volume, serum free PSA% and PSAD.
mp-MRI
All patients underwent mp-MRI using 1.5 T machine before TRUS-guided 12-core systematic biopsy (with additional biopsy core from suspected nodule on DRE). The PIRADS score version 2.0 was used to describe the mp-MRI findings. The PIRADS is mainly designed to improve detection, localization, characterization and risk stratification in patients with suspected CSPCa and its categories are based on the findings of mp-MRI (a combination of T2-weighted (T2W), diffusionweighted imaging (DWI) and dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) imaging). The PIRADS assesses the probability of finding CSPCa on a five-point Likert scale for each lesion [16] [17] [18] : PIRADS 1, very low (clinically significant cancer is highly unlikely to be present); PIRADS 2, low (clinically significant cancer is unlikely to be present); PIRADS 3, intermediate (the presence of clinically significant cancer is equivocal); PIRADS 4, high (clinically significant cancer is likely to be present); PIRADS 5, very high (clinically significant cancer is highly likely to be present). PIRADS scores 1 and 2 are considered as negative test and PIRADS scores 4 and 5 are considered as positive test. Using PIRADS 3 as negative test shall increase the specificity while using it as positive test shall increase the specificity. Additionally, it is possible to use PSA parameters to PIRADS 3 patients that can increase the accuracy of the test. These are free PSA and PSAD cut-off calculated from receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis of the study group. The sole objective behind combining PSA parameters cut-off value to PIRADS 3 category is to increase the specificity of the PIRADS test, so that we can altogether avoid TRUS-guided biopsy, if PIRADS test is negative.
Prostate biopsy
Histopathological results were reported as benign or malignant. If malignant type of malignancy, presence of high-grade prostate intraepithelial neoplasia (HGPIN), Gleason score, Gleason grade group, number of cores positive for cancer, length of core positive for cancer and percentage of core positive were taken into consideration.
If HGPIN was present, biopsy slides were being reviewed by a different pathologist. If on review, HGPIN was present on a single core, patient was advised to undergo repeat in following 3 years. Such cases were categorized as not having cancer in this study. However, if on review, HGPIN was present PSA and PIRADS: Prostate Cancer Diagnosis World J Oncol. 2019;10(6):218-225 on greater than or equal to two cores, then patient underwent repeat biopsy. If on repeat biopsy, only HGPIN was present, then it was categorized as not having cancer and patient was advised follow-up [6, 19] .
Whenever there was a presence of atypical small acinar cell proliferation (ASAP) alone in biopsy, the slide was being reviewed by another pathologist. If ASAP was present, the patient underwent repeat biopsy.
CSPC
Presence of CSPCa in biopsy was defined by using "University College London definition 1": Gleason ≥ 4 + 3 and/or cancer core length (CCL) max ≥ 6 mm and/or total CCL ≥ 6 mm [20, 21] . A five-point Likert reporting scale was used to designate prostate glands as highly unlikely (1), unlikely (2), equivocal (3), likely (4) and highly likely (5) to harbor CSPCa.
Based on whether there was presence or absence of cancer, the study population was divided into two groups: benign prostatic hyperplasia group (BPH) and PCa group. Based on whether there was presence or absence of CSPCa, the study population was divided into two groups: CSPCa group and non-CSPCa group (patients with clinically insignificant PCa or with BPH). The latter categorization has been done as: 1) Both BPH and clinically insignificant PCa do not need definitive treatment rather than follow-up, whereas the CSPCa needs active management urgently; and 2) mp-MRI using PIRADS score only predicts the probability of having CSPCa from patients with BPH and clinically insignificant PCa combined.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was done using SPSS Software (version 23). Pearson's Chi-square test was used to compare categorical variables and Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables. The best-fit ROC curve was calculated with area under the curve (AUC) estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Univariate and multivariate analyses were performed using logistic regression analysis to determine significant predictors of PCa and CSPCa. Statistical significance was defined as P < 0.05.
Results
A total of 104 patients with suspected PCa were divided into two groups: patients with PCa (n = 64) and patients with BPH (n = 40). Table 1 shows comparison of clinical characteristics between patients with PCa and patients with BPH. The median age (P = 0.009), PSA (P < 0.001), prostate volume (P < 0.001), PSAD (P < 0.001) and free PSA% (P < 0.001) were significantly different between the two groups. In patients with CSPCa, significantly higher median age (P = 0.001), PSA level (P < 0.001), PSAD (P < 0.001) and significantly lower prostate volume (P < 0.001) and free PSA% were observed as compared to patients with non-CSPCa ( Table 2) .
Significantly higher proportion of patients with CSPCa showed PIRADS positive test compared to those with nonCSPCa (86.4% vs. 53.3%, P < 0.001). Patients with individual PIRADS scores were also significantly different between the two groups (Table 3) .
In ROC curve analysis, using a cut-off value of 0.12 ng/ mL 2 for PSAD, the sensitivity and specificity of predicting CSPCa were 100% (95% CI: 91.96-100.00%) and 80% (95% CI: 67.67-89.22%), respectively. Using a cut-off value of 25% for free PSA%, the sensitivity and specificity of predicting CSPCa were 90.91% (95% CI: 78.33-97.47%) and 58.33% (95% CI: 44.88-70.93%), respectively ( Table 4) .
The univariate logistic regression analysis showed that factors including age, prostate volume, total PSA level, PSAD, Baruah
free PSA% and PIRADS score were significant predictors of CSPCa. Multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that age, PSAD and free PSA% were significant predictors of PCa, while age and PSAD were significant predictors of CSPCa (Table 5) . In this study, four different criteria were used to define a positive or a negative test using PIRADS score and each criterion was compared for its diagnostic performance as a test to predict CSPCa (Table 6 ). The diagnostic performance of criteria 1, 2 and 3 for predicting CSPCa is shown in Table 7 . When compared to criterion 1, criteria 2 and 3 showed comparable sensitivity (88.64%, 85.19% and 82.81%, respectively) and NPV (84.85%, 84.31% and 73.81%, respectively), and higher specificity (46.67%, 86% and 77.50%, respectively) and PPV (54.93%, 86.79% and 85.48%, respectively) in predicting CSPCa. The diagnostic performance of PIRADS score using criterion 1 showed higher sensitivity (88.64% vs. 75%) and lower specificity (46.67% vs. 83.33%) compared to criterion 4 in predicting CSPCa. ROC curve analysis for predicting CSPCa using PIRADS score criteria 1, 2, 3 and 4 showed that the AUC values of criteria 2, 3 and 4 were higher (0.827, 0.732 and 0.792) than criterion 1 (0.665) ( Fig. 1 and Table 8 ).
Discussion
In the present study, significantly higher proportion of patients with CSPCa showed PIRADS positive test compared to those with non-CSPCa. Age, prostate volume, total PSA level, PSAD, free PSA% and PIRADS score were significant predictors of CSPCa. The AUC of ROC curve of PIRADS score for predicting CSPCa was 0.822 (95% CI: 0.734 -0.909; P < 0.001). This study used four criteria of PIRADS score to define positive test or negative test as shown in Table 6 . Criteria 2, 3 and 4 demonstrated higher specificity and PPV in predicting CSPCa as compared to criterion 1. The AUC values of criteria 2, 3 and 4 were higher (0.827, 0.732 and 0.792) than criterion 1 (0.665), suggesting them as better predictors of CSPCa. Therefore, for predicting CSPCa in a screening test, criterion 1 reported high sensitivity and low specificity, whereas use of criterion 4 decreased the number of false positive rates, thereby increasing the specificity and keeping sensitivity at same level. When compared with criterion 1, criteria 2, 3 and 4 demonstrated much higher diagnostic performance for predicting CSPCa.
In this study, criterion 1 of PIRADS score for prediction of CSPCa showed sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV and accuracy of 88.64%, 46.67%, 54.93%, 84.85% and 64.42%, respectively. Previous study reports are in concordance with these observations. Ahmed et al reported that sensitivity of PIRADS score for detecting CSPCa in patients with PSA up to 15 ng/mL was 93% with NPV of 89%, specificity of 41% and with PPV of 51% [21] . Another study reported an AUC of 0.89, and the NPV of PIRADS score of ≤ 2 was 98%. However, PPV of 49% raises a doubt about the PIRADS score being not able to predict the outcome. In addition, a few patients with a PIRADS score of ≤ 2 had CSPCa [22] . Thompson and colleagues (2016) found that when PIRADS score was used for predicting CSPCa, mp-MRI had sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of 96%, 36%, 52% and 92%, respectively [16] . A very recent study revealed that in patients with PSA between 4 and 10 ng/mL, a PIRADS score ≥ 4 was the cut-off for predicting CSPCa [18, 20] .
Many studies have shown the high NPV of mp-MRI for detecting both PCa and CSPCa using 12 cores, saturation or rectal prostectomy specimen as reference tests [3, 13-15, 19, 20] . The PPV which varies from 20% to 75% is strongly related to the reference test used, the patient population examined and the definition of a positive MRI. In this study, criterion 1 was defined PIRADS (version 2.0) score 3 as a positive, although PIRADS 3 is defined as intermediate, which means the presence of CSPCa is equivocal. Use of criterion 1 resulted in high sensitivity, low specificity, high NPV and low PPV for detection of CSPCa. Therefore, to evaluate mp-MRI as an early detection tool for CSPCa, the sensitivity (minimize missing Combining present study cut-off of fPSA with score 3 4 Score 4 or 5 Score 1, 2 or 3 Score 3 taken as a negative test due to high rate of false positive in this study when score 3 is taken as positive. PSA and PIRADS: Prostate Cancer Diagnosis World J Oncol. 2019;10(6):218-225
significant PCa) over specificity should be preferred and criterion 1 can be used. When PIRADS score ≥ 4 (criterion 4) was used as predictor of CSPCa instead of criterion 1, an increase of specificity, PPV and accuracy in predicting CSPCa was observed. This increase in diagnostic performance of criterion 4 is due to the absence of CSPCa in 22 out of 28 patients with PIRADS 3 score, which increased the number of false positives when criterion 1 was used. The comparison of AUC of ROC curve between criterion 1 (0.665; P = 0.004) and criterion 4 (0.792; P < 0.001) shows better diagnostic performance of criterion 4 over criterion 1.
Engelhard et al study have evaluated the impact of PI-RADS 3 score in differentiating equivocal lesions as malignant or benign and found that PIRADS 3 lesions revealed only benign conditions. PIRADS 3 score could not be confirmed as an absolute marker in patient clinical management care [18] . Another study which evaluated the significance of PIRADS score ≥ 4 in identifying CSPCa showed that the sensitivity and specificity of PIRADS scoring were 77.0% and 73.8% for reader 1 and 77.3% and 71.4% for reader 2, respectively [23] . These observations corroborate with results of previous studies which indicated increased specificity of PIRADS score to identify CSPCa when PIRADS ≥ 4 (criterion 4) were used [16, 22] . The observations of this study signify the misleading nature of PIRADS 3 score and a substantial amount of false positive results. Therefore, to use PIRADS score as a screening test which needs more sensitivity and less specificity, criterion 1 can be used. However, to increase the diagnostic accuracy for identification of CSPCa and to avoid false positive results, criterion 4 should be used.
Using criterion 2 and criterion 3 for PIRADS score, this study demonstrated significantly increased sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV and overall accuracy of the test in predicting CSPCa. Such combinations of PIRADS score with PSA parameters are described sparsely in literature. Washino and colleagues assessed the value of the PIRADS version 2, for prostate mp-MRI and PSA parameters like PSA and PSAD in predicting biopsy outcome in biopsy naive patients who have suspected PCa. They found that when PIRADS score and PSAD were combined, a score of ≥ 4 and PSAD ≥ 0.15 ng/mL 2 , or score of 3 and PSAD of ≥ 0.30 ng/mL 2 , was associated with the highest CSPCa detection rates (76-97%) on the first biopsy. Men with PIRADS score of ≤ 3 and PSAD of < 0.15 ng/mL 2 may perform a role in avoiding unnecessary biopsies [24] .
Vilanova and colleagues (2010) assessed the predictive value of mp-MRI and the free/total PSA ratio, alone and combined for PCa diagnosis. They found that the predictive model combining all variables was more accurate than each variable alone (95.2% for combined vs. 73.5% for T2WI, 76.0% for MRS, 81.8% for DWI, 75.6% for DCE-MRI and 78.8% for free/total PSA ratio) [25] .
Although in this study PIRADS, PSAD and free PSA% were useful for predicting biopsy outcome separately, using PIRADS score 3 as positive test (criterion 1) has yielded a substantial number of false positive cases in predicting CSPCa, thereby decreasing the accuracy of mp-MRI to 64.42%. Use of criterion 3 (PIRADS score 3 with PSAD > 0.12 ng/mL 2 as a positive test and PIRADS score 3 with PSAD ≤ 0.12 ng/mL 2 as a negative test) has increased the accuracy of mp-MRI from 64.42% to 81.58% and specificity from 46.67% to 80%, PPV from 54.93% to 75.51%, and NPV from 84.85% to 87.27%, respectively. Similarly, use of criterion 4 (PIRADS score 3 with free PSA% ≤ 25.5% as a positive test and PIRADS score 3 with free PSA% > 25.5% as a negative test) has increased the accuracy of mp-MRI from 64.42% to 76.92%, specificity from 46.67% to 71.67%, PPV from 54.93% to 75.51%, and NPV from 84.85% to 86%. The comparison of AUC of ROC curve among criterion 1 (0.665; P = 0.004), criterion 2 (0.827; P < 0.001) and criterion 3 (0.732; P < 0.001) shows statistically significant better diagnostic performance of criterion 2 and criterion 3 over criterion 1.
There are several limitations which need to be addressed. Firstly, this study considered only TRUS-guided systematic biopsy as the gold standard with which other parameters were compared. Secondly, although there are many definitions of CSPCa, authors considered the UCLA 1 definition [20, 21] , considering other definitions may have affected the results.
Conclusion
Therefore, in patients above 40 years with LUTS and PSA in gray zone (4 -10 ng/mL), combined mp-MRI (PIRADS score version 2.0), PSAD and free PSA% can accurately predict presence or absence of CSPCa and can thereby exclude unnecessary biopsies.
